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Clutter                                            R124-af 
 
Take me for example. I reflect on the clutter in my 
life. It is Christmas Eve. I am left with my thought of 
baby Jesus. What can this possibly mean? 
 
Baby Jesus has no clutter in his life. He is a blank 
slate. As a baby we have a clean slate. Without even 
realizing it, every choice we make moves us closer 
to a habit. Once a habit forms we no longer think 
about it. That saves time and habitual behavior 
becomes who we are.  
 
If someone reaches out to a baby in a way the baby, 
knows, and understands, the baby smiles. But a new 
born baby has such faith in our trustworthiness. That 
is their charm. If their outreach is toward you, you 
coo. Just like the baby. 
 
Baby Jesus is often depicted with his arms 
outreached. He loves even now at birth. He loves his 
mother who cares for Him with a secret in her heart. 
Imagine if Jesus was God, as I do believe. He was 
not conceived of man alone but was conceived by the 
power of the Holy Spirit. “My soul doth proclaim the 
glory of the Lord.” He is tiny. Yes. But His love is 
great. So great it fills the entire world. What will He 
do next? 
 
Angels on high proclaim “Glory, hallelujah, the 
Savior is born.” Wise men come bearing gifts of 
Frankincense and Myrrh, Gold too. The three wise 
men travel from afar guided by a holy night light. 
 
A Shepherd boy sings and plays his tune. The cows 
and animals in the stable are docile in His presence. 
 
The child is without clutter. St. Francis knew this. He 
gathered townspeople to re-enact the Sovereign's 
birth. Sheer joy was the re-enactment. It continues to 
this day. 
 
The example of Jesus is to have one purpose. Like 
every baby, to love all before us is to be in a 
protective bubble of community, grace filled 
according to the will of Creator God. 
 
Irrespective of your faith beliefs, will you join an 
outreach, to all of humanity. The outreach is to 
become a Smart® ambassador of community.   
 

Relatedness. 
Competence. 
Autonomy. 
 
These are innate needs of every human being. As an 
Infant with an empty slate, I am motivated toward my 
own well-being and mental health only if... 
 
I leave clutter behind. 
 
Competence is satisfied by the primary value of 
attaining goals or other ends, not necessarily 
preconceived as goals, but which become goals, once 
experienced. 
 
Relatedness is satisfied by the primary value of doing 
that which is truly in the best interests of others, 
including every human being on earth fraught with 
clutter. 
 
Clutter is the culprit. The ultimate clutter is the use 
of force to get my way. That would go against 
relatedness.  
 
Autonomy is satisfied by the primary value of 
operating in an area of meaningful expansion for 
myself. In the baby Jesus, that was dying on a cross 
to save mankind from its clutter. 
 
There is a safe way we can satisfy innate needs 
together. Loquate, a charity for peace,  

 
helps individuals and organizations  build 
community.  Join a Work Meets Faith Smart® group. 
 
No matter your personal devotions or public 
association commitments everyone needs to remove 
clutter. We never get into differences of belief in our 
Smart® group. Sharing experience using relevant 
resolution stories, never advice, is how we remain 
structurally developmental. We each need our 
respective Houses of Worship, our devotions, and 
public associations, more than ever. Our interfaith 
Smart® group outreach is to bring peace on earth. 
We only meet 9 times per year, a commitment of less 
than 4 tenths of one percent of our time. 

 
Loquate (6436 N Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, United 

States jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863). 

https://www.loquate.tv/trial-session/
https://www.loquate.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/R010-Welcome-to-Loquate-ai.pdf

